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RESEARCH GROUP SCOPE- A INTRODUCTION

Original idea Paul Youdell (Dept. Economics)
Formal denomination still to be decided
Initial blog to held research group main 
information online
Foster research agenda between PhD students 
interested on joint field issues
Foster partnerships for developing research 
projects among members
Next research sessions held at complexity 
seminar room
Thanks to Robin Ball (Complexity Centre 
Director) for the availability and logistics



THEORY OF MACROECONOMIC PHASE TRANSITIONS –
INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Non-unified field in economics research
Scattered research in various fields such as:

Growth and development theory
Macroeconomic dynamics
Computational economics
Complex systems and complexity economics

Great scope for future research using modern 
mathematical/computational techniques and methodologies
Project objective: Develop an extended review of the topic, 
associating diversified approaches onto a common field
No associated paradigm or methodology. Approaches may 
vary in degree and scope.
Two examples today of diversified approaches:

Multiple phase transitions- Very long run theoretical 
implications with computational applications
Development and growth economics- Classical policy paper 
based on a dynamical system that evaluates financial 
instability during transitions for emergent economies



MULTIPLE PHASE TRANSITION
MACROECONOMIC THEORY - INTRODUCTION

Multiple phase transitions Day (2005): From hunter 
gatherers to modern global information economies
Main research questions and applications:

To undergo the path to modern development, societies had 
to undergo multiple economic phase transitions. What are 
the mechanisms of macroeconomic multiple phase 
transitions in the very long run and what are the outcomes 
they may produce?
“Describe a multiple phase theory of macroeconomic 
evolution that explains certain salient, qualitative 
attributes of this very long run historical record”, Day(2005)
Catastrophe theory of macroeconomic phase transitions: 
Ex: Easter Island society (future topic)
Phase transition instability: Ex: Soviet block transition 
from state run to market economy
Phase transition policy: Environmental, technological and 
sociological macro production boundaries and consequences 
to institutional reform



MULTIPLE PHASE TRANSITION
MACROECONOMIC THEORY- METHODOLOGY

Overlapping generations vs. infinite horizon 
Depart from a straightforward but wide qualitative 
framework based on classical macroeconomic assumptions.
Introduce the notion of economic “culture” defining 
bounded expansion/evolution space:

Production technology
Social space and administrative infrastructure
Environmental space (endogenous to the first two boundaries 
but theoretically with an exogenous boundary)

Too extensive to deal analytically needs to be dealt through 
computer simulation
Mechanisms of phase switching linked with specific 
boundaries defined for each economic “culture” phase space:

Integration and switching (disintegration and merging)
Learning by doing and increasing returns (Smooth phase 
transition through adoption of better production /social 
technologies?)
Catastrophe may be a path for further development through 
multiple phase transition and may not lead to collapse



MULTIPLE PHASE TRANSITION MACROECONOMIC
THEORY- SOME RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Population growth and sustainability based on the link 
between existing infrastructure and production technology are 
the main mechanisms to induce phase transitions (Malthusian 
Dynamics as switch phase mechanism?)
Macroeconomic phase transitions are usually not smooth and 
generally a multiple phase transition period occurs before 
evolution to a wider bounded regime is attained. This implies 
catastrophe dynamics during transition, which may also pave 
the way to economic and social collapse
Model simulations match some historical long run empirics, 
still further work to integrate data and research from other 
disciplines, which necessary to account for model quality
Overlapping generations framework defines transition to occur 
in one generation. Present examples , as the collapse of the 
Soviet  bloc, show that phase transition can occur much faster. 
Different modelling assumptions required to mimic fast 
catastrophic events



FINANCIAL INSTABILITY IN EMERGENT ECONOMIES
DURING TRANSITIONS: INTRODUCTION

Emergent economies transition Aghion et al (2003):
Financial liberalization and development transition for open 
economies

Main research questions and applications:
What are the policy implications of financial liberalization for 
the transition path of emerging market economies?
What endogenous mechanisms can be relevant to define the 
dynamic behaviour of transition under financial openness 
assumptions?

Classical policy paper in growth/development economics 
but based on basic economic endogenous assumptions, 
instead of exploring usual institutional arrangements:

Do straightforward endogenous mechanisms produce cyclical 
behaviour during transitions? Such outcome has important 
consequences for development policy



FINANCIAL INSTABILITY IN EMERGENT
ECONOMIES DURING TRANSITIONS: METHODOLOGY

Classical dynamical system approach of growth economics. 
In this case very simplified and departing from discrete 
time difference equations
Main endogenous assumptions from modern monetary 
economics theory:

Firms borrowing constraint is defined by present cash flow and 
not by present value of investment projects, as in classical 
financial economics (simplification of  asymmetric information 
framework between borrowers and lenders)
Boom/bust mechanics: increasing investment →increasing output 
→increasing profits →improved creditworthiness (external 
capital inflows) →increased demand for country goods →increase 
relative price of country goods (terms of trade deterioration)

Reduced macroeconomic framework to guarantee 
analytical tractability and bifurcation analysis



FINANCIAL INSTABILITY IN EMERGENT
ECONOMIES DURING TRANSITIONS: SOME RESULTS
AND CONCLUSIONS
Financial liberalization leads to higher economic instability 
during transitions to developed stages compared to outcomes for 
undeveloped or developed economies
Limit cycles and complex dynamics arise due to the mechanisms 
described. Usual monetary and development policy assumptions 
on interest rate policy and financial openness are critically 
undermined by this endogenous mechanism
Model dynamics mimic historical data from financial crisis of the 
90’s (Mexico, Asia), still model used is too limited to derive 
complete conclusions for macroeconomic policy
Further implications to nowadays global financial situation, as 
model mechanisms can be extended to be the mechanisms of bank 
over lending (through moral hazard and competition) and house 
market speculative demand (through excess liquidity)
Under endogenous cyclical assumptions monetary policy is 
undermined and interest rate policy might be non-optimal in the 
long run. Possible solution to these is classical Keynesian policies 
of government intervention and  expansion of public expenditure 
to support financial system and maintain credit flows
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